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August 2018 update
This is the work that started it all. The Manifesto, if you will, of the foundation of
Alignment In Spirit Inc. I updated a few things but overall kept the document intact.
Since the creation of Alignment in Spirit we no longer say planet instead we say Earth
Plane and we use many more descriptors other than God Source 1st Eternal. For we now
say All’ah, Ah-yah A’ya, The All that Is, The All One (You, Me, We, Us, They, IT). Also the
Self-Empowerment Principles of Awareness were still in their development phase. This
document should give the reader a deeper meaning into Being in Alignment In Spirit.
Much LUV, Peace and Joy,
Katie O’She Wha’ Nitah, AIS

What is Being in Alignment In Spirit (AIS)?
Being in Alignment does not mean conforming to any religion or organization’s Rule on
how to live a happy successful life or how to make it to “Heaven”. It means keeping the
focus of waking up, to who we are as Spiritual Beings Living in a Bio Spiritual Universe.
Being in Alignment in Spirit takes us back to our playful innocence of knowing without
Fear or Guilt. It takes us back to that inner child that we lost contact with somewhere in
the process of growing up. (AIS) is a map or Guide that we can use to take us wherever
we want to go back to.
Who are we really in relation to our Self, the Universe and God/Oneness/God Source?
What is a God Source First Eternal Being?
What would that have to do with you living a full happy, prosperous and joyful life?

Everything!
What is God/God Source/All One-ness?
Most all of us at one time or another asked who or what exactly is God? Many
theologians, for thousands of years, have been trying to answer that question. They all
look from the perspective of the Gods their cultures created trying to find the real truth
behind their cultures myths and beliefs.
Alignment In Spirit Tm utilizes a very ancient body of text that pre-dates any known
written doctrine. This document is called the Maharata Text. The Maharata Text is the
study of Keylonta, a section of The Science of Vibrational Mechanics, brought back to
this Planet through E’ Asha Ashayana, of (ARhAyas Productions) formerly of (Azurite
Press) via Inter-Dimensional Data Streaming. Through this Sacred Spiritual Science the
truths as we can currently understand them is beginning to emerge as we all rePage | 4
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integrate the knowledge for ourselves.
(AIS) interprets God as the All One-Ness, and then farther sees God as Source (The
Nameless and Unknowable by logic’s standards). This is the Is-Ness, the Conscious,
Awake, Aware Energy that makes up all things manifest (perceived as solid or physical)
and non manifest (perceived as unknown and unknowable) Internal Structure, Spirit,
thought, feelings or nonphysical).
This concept of understanding of “God” is also further explained as the Trinity of Light,
Sound and Spirit. Spirit can be seen as the “void” or non manifest, Internal Structure or
the “cave of creation”. The light equals electric (male or expanding energy) and the
sound equals magnetic (female or contracting energy) which combined creates an
electromagnetic energy of the external matter structure that combined with the energy
that gave it life, Spirit itself the internal ante-matter structure, the Cave of Creation i.e.
Great Spirit (You/ Me/ We/ Us) Create Now The Perpetually Renewing, Consciously
Aware Full Eternal Structure with Each Breath, The All Oneness. The place where the
First Primordial Ooze was conceived as an Intention before it became Ooze.

First Creation Mechanics: Kryst Code and Krystal Spiral
Keylontic Science uses the term the Kryst code to explain the program that all life was
originally created on. This trinity of conscious aware 1st Eternal Krystic divine intention
creates vast complicated solar systems humans, plants, animals, rocks, water….including
life force in other universes and dimensions that we are not aware of at this time.
This is where the original All One-ness concept was born. From there it evolved on many
Universal Star Systems. Where, for example, Planet Earth had evolved individuated
expressions of The All one-ness concept. Yet being held by the integrity of the divine
concept of the Internal (ante-matter/ Pre-matter) structure of Life (KRYSTAL Spiral /
metaphysical).
This basic concept says The All One-ness as God Source is mutually and equally values
everything. There is nothing at all outside of this expression and no part less aware or
conscious than any other part. Everything is to be honored and loved even what we
would much rather hate. Understanding this concept or programming grid helps us see
the world in a completely different way.
This means everything, everyone and All we do not even see or understand is equally
aware and mutually interrelated as IT. We are all God Source First Eternal Beings. We
are IT.
How are we expressing as First Eternal Life Beings?
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Take for instance how most people are in relationships. Relationships tend to revolve
around one premise. How can we get what we want from the people we “love”? It is
not necessarily about, how we can just enjoy; appreciate, value and experience being
with the person in a state of co- resonance or vibrational harmonization.
This book is about how we can focus less on getting what we need from people outside
of ourselves and focusing on who we are as a self sustaining, co-creating God Source
First Eternal (multidimensional) Being. Keeping in mind everyone and everything we
meet and see is a God Source Being in one form or another.
All the elements in our body and all the elements surrounding our body are awake,
aware and continually co-creating the world within and around us. As Humans we have
a special gift through our particular design or genetic coding, which directs the elements
in our body and around our body. We can hold our attention on our bodies sending
loving thoughts or angry thoughts both having an effect on our physical body.
We also can focus our attention on life situations around us affecting their outcome. It
is called Prayer or (Self Talk). Being that our true expression is The All One-ness and
things around us are The All One-ness, when we hold the intention of co-creating and
harmonizing we can move mountains. We can do this co-creatively with the Elements
or we can be manipulative and forceful with the elements which lead us to our next
question. Do we work from within our own internal structure of Being or do we look
outside our self for what we need?

Second Creation Mechanics Construct - Fibonacci Spiral
And Finite Structures:
There was a time in our evolution as Hu-mans we became caught up in the mental
construct of being disconnected from the Internal (ante-matter/ Pre-matter) structure
of Life (KRYSTAL Spiral / metaphysical). The problem occurred when parts of our self
chose to make up our own creations not in alignment with the natural laws of our
Internal KRYSTAL/ CHRIST Structure. We built upon the natural polarity tension
between light and sound creations of the manifest Us. We built a reality construct from
the light which comes from sound. This was the Birthing of “Second Creation
Mechanics” a construct that our Bible and many Ancient Texts/ Techs refer to basically
as “First there was the void of nothingness, then there was The Spoken word (Sound)
then there was (Light from Sound) and all the Stars and Universes…. were created.
We violated our own mechanics of the Trinity of (Light Sound One/ Spirit) to create the
construct of a world we thought we could manipulate in our own individuated light
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image, thus exploring the concept of individuation. Eventually the Internal structure
was in essence bred out (omitted) of our Light construct. Without the life giving essence
of the Internal structure our External Second Creation, the (Sound/ Magnetic) polarized
(split) against its (Light/ Electric) “compadre” causing it to lose two major components.
One was perpetual renewal of life, and the second was the fullness of the awareness of
our identity of who we are as mutually equal God Source First Eternal Life Beings of the
All One-ness or IT. The balance of Chaos and Order/ Cosmos was disrupted.
We then came to manifest our outer expression of self as finite constructs. We
therefore had two basic choices one was to allow our self to fragment into space dust
and go back into the Internal structure that we Are/ Be. Many Second Creation
constructs chose that path of space dust return and as soon as they reconnected back
with their Internal structure once again became full and whole and complete again. This
is the natural order within the original Eternal/ Internal Kryst/Christ code.
Because we could no longer bring in the Eternal/ Internal structure we had to look
elsewhere. So others of us chose to find ways to vampire off other Life Forms to self
sustain our Second creation mechanics construct. There was nowhere else to go
because we are IT, so we utilized the mechanics that we had already created and built
upon it a construct that could feed on itself.
The structure in our current times is called the Fibonacci Spiral. Part of that technology
uses yin and yang energy flow, and the Tube Torus, both direct the planetary and
individual frequency back into its structure and back into our own bio field structure.
The Fibonacci Spiral is an artificial structure that branched off the Original Eternal life
Spiral known as the Krystal Spiral. This Artificial structure became the “Norm” in all life
form structures in our Current Milky Way Galaxy.
So when we look under a microscope this is what we see. This is why we as God Source
First Eternal Beings have to vampire off other life forms to sustain or in other words look
outside of “Self” to sustain. When we were living fully consciously as First Eternal
Beings we lived Eternally and were either conscious air beings or lived as Breatharians,
who sustained on Air, Water and Sun light. Keep in mind there are still many Trillions of
Universes living as the First Eternal Internal Matrix. We are focusing primarily on Planet
Earths Second Creation construct, we are currently living as/ in.
Meanwhile we have become so convinced that we are powerless weak, and helpless
and that we had to go outside ourselves for not just food but for love, warmth, peace,
harmony and help of any kind. We eventually externalized our own power to an
external “male dominating God ” of our External Second Creation construct.
This occurred over millions of years of making decisions that ended up running in
reverse of what we had planned for it to do. Feeling guilty, ashamed, wrong, bad, and
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weak we began second guessing ourselves. We became in opposition to our self and
Life around us, we lost our trust in our self as Creators of Life. We could only see doubt,
fear, anger, and confusion we became lost in our own programs. We progressively
repressed who we Are, and so further built up the power of the Fibonacci Spiral
construct or Second Creation mechanics construct.
We also lost almost all understanding that All is of deep abiding intrinsic value, even the
actions we take that were not harmonious to us. We began to make judgments not
based on what will work best for All Life Everywhere to move onward and upward
expanding and evolving. We made judgments/ decisions based on our fear of lack of
necessities. We saw Life in terms of good vs bad and right vs wrong polarizing the value
of people, places, things which are All Energy which are All Source which are All Us. This
polarization further bred out the Eternal Internal structure from our Second Creation
construct but never of course completely.
Just because we have repressed who we are does not mean we stop being who we are.
Our creative ability is now being directed to repress and control who we are instead of
expanding and exploring who we ARE. We have forgotten that we can Breathe back in
the Internal structure that is emanating around and through us because there is no way
we cannot be the mechanics of who we ARE. The expressions may change but the
mechanics always stays the same. There are still enough expressions of the All One-ness
staying the course through all the distortions of the Second Creation Mechanics
embodying the Kryst code completely and fully to help the rest of us embody fully again
who we ARE.
Now as a powerful Human race we have completely convinced our elements in our body
that we need outside resources to sustain its life. That the world is outside of us and is
dangerous, so now we get victimized by other “outsiders” to the point we in turn may
victimize “outsiders” around us.
We as Hu-man kind have created our own Gods of Worship to fix our problems and
keep us safe from all those bad people and things outside of us. Our body has even
become a foreign object to us that we have to go to a doctor to be diagnosed and given
pills to fix us. This takes us back to the heart of why we are all sharing this experience
together today.
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Four Steps to Being in Alignment in Spirit:
Step 1: Wake up and Stay Awake to the Awareness that You are a
God Source First Eternal Life Being.
The first step in breaking the cycle of expressing as a Finite life structure is embody the
concept, belief system or hologram that we are God Source First Eternal Life Hu-mans
co-creating together. Many of us have had moments in our life, this feeling of
discontent, depression. A knowing that something was just not right but could not pinpoint what it was and when we were getting close to remembering or figuring out what
it was became side tracked by daily life (Matrix or Program) so that we forget and went
back to sleep again.
Wake up and stay awake. Be awake and able. We need to ‘grab onto the steering
wheel of life’ because we are going down the road at a hundred miles an hour. Past,
present and future are all in the Now Moment. From the Now Moment All is Made
Done. Second Externalized Matrix Creation lives in the “Make Believe” of past and
future.
One way we can stay in the now moment is to make a conscious choice to make life
simpler. Take time to evaluate priorities and make time to just be with our self. When
we take time to quiet the mind and listen to our body we find out all kinds of things.
We find out for example, how we are feeling about people places and things. We learn
about what ails the body and many times what the body needs to help it heal itself. The
Second Creation Matrix is designed to keep us busy running its programs so that it can
maintain itself. Such as Programs of lack, Victim/Victimizer, and “you are weak and not
good enough” and many others designed to be in opposition to our self and others.
At first, when attempting to slow the mind it wants to race around to everything it
“thinks” it needs to do. Let it race. Pretty soon the racing will slow down. We inserted
programmed implants in the planetary grids that then became implanted in our
energetic template manifesting in our ego mind to keep us running the 2nd Creation
finite matrix program keeping us unaware of who we really are. The racing mind is part
of that technology. Mantras have been known for thousands of years to help quiet the
chattering mind. Pick a key word or phrase that embodies who you are as a God source
First Eternal Being.
The ego has become so fragmented, distorted and taught to think that we are not cocreative powerful God Source First Eternal Beings. The Ego is a part of our manifesting
ability but it has been trained to be controlling, nervous, fearful survivalist because it
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has been given way more responsibility than it was ever designed to have when the
Internal structure was bred out. The Ego has been labeled in our society as the false ego
that we need to destroy to be “Truly Spiritually evolved”. While it is distorted, it still is
mechanics that we have of our Internal manifestation mechanics. Interesting that the
programmed Society wants to either destroy it or enhance its distorted function by
giving it more responsibility ie being logical and reasonable.
In a healthy fully functioning system, The ego is a powerful support in the manifestation
process. The Ego(healthy or distorted) in combination with our feeling awareness of
body/elements and our multi-dimensional spiritual levels as Source creates everything
we see, taste and feel which could be considered programming grids (Matrix). A
programming grid (Matrix) is conscious aware energy thought forms that run along set
energy lines or grids. These programming grids(Matrix) can be very small to very large
complex that interlock into other programming grids tying into larger planetary
programming grids. This in turn is why we all can experience the same Hologram called
planet Earth or Planetary Matrix which ties into the Universal time Matrix.
These programming grids are just that, programming grids that we call beliefs, norms,
and values that we have co created over many millions of years as a Hu-man race of the
Second Creation Matrix and First Creation Eternal Matrix. These programs are not right
or wrong, good or bad. There is only one truth that can bypass all programming grids
and that is the Source of where the programs came form, God Source itself i.e. Spirit or
you and me.
Everything in our world is based on the programming grids we have created. Meaning
everything in our life comes out of our own inner store house of experience which can
include all congruent past, present and future life times and or connecting into the
collective consciousness.
There for our reality being created on electromagnetic programming grids are based on
our freewill choice to make judgments and discernments of the world around us as we
co-create programs together. Meaning if we had seen a given situation a slightly
different way than we had seen it before then we would have co-created a slightly
different reality, with different views of the World. They can be subtle changes or really
big changes like the rules of gravity of what comes up must come down. There are vast
probabilities of different realities from every decision as the collective “we” make.
Keep in mind we are all co-creating together to create a world hologram reality that
keeps us from re-membering who we really are as God Source First Eternal Life beings of
The All One-ness. We have gotten so good at it that we have created a victim victimizer
(VV) game program. This game makes us see reality in terms of being separate from our
bodies and the world around us. This program allows us to play the blame and shame
game and not take responsibility for our creative powers. This program runs deep in our
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DNA as a way of keeping the Second Creation Mechanics Construct going. The VV
program will be discussed in more detail later.
By understanding that we are co-creating a VV game reality then we are one step closer
to being in Alignment in Spirit as the God Source First Eternal Being. Now we at least
are mindful that we are awake and aware conscious God Source First Eternal Life Beings
that are the elements of everything and what makes up the elements. These elements
work with our own natural ability as Hu-mans to focus our intent, organize our ideas and
co-create the world we hold in our now moment.
This world of our attention (3D) is a creation of co-created programming grids/
Matrices. These programs can be for example, “we are God Source energy co-creating
together”. Or it can be, “we are separate from our bodies and the world around us
making us victims and victimizers to the elements instead of co-creating with them”.
Another program would be, “I have to go to the Doctor to get medication to get over a
cold”. Or, “I as God Source First Eternal speak with reverent respect to the elements
that work together to manifest the expression of a physical form I preside in to mend
the cells that became infected”.
While on the surface these examples appear polarized to each other or in opposition to
each other in reality they are’ two sides of the same coin’. Both are Being God Source
First Eternal Life Beings. But One keeps you stuck in one mental construct location and
the other allows you to fully Express and Be the Isness fully and completely that we all
are.
Next we will explore ways of rebalancing/clearing the energy of how we Be as God
Source First Eternal Life Being to move onward and upward expanding into the full
Creation that we IS.

Step 2: What Programs are Interfering with Living as a God Source
First Eternal Life Being and how to re-balance the Life Source
Energy that We are:
Identify the programming grids (Beliefs, values and Norms) that cause’s strife, hardship,
pain and suffering. Meaning all the programs (implants) that take us away from who we
are as God Source First Eternal Life Being that by its nature builds, grows and
replenishes itself. Re-balance these programs (Implants) to once again support and
assist us being genuinely who we are instead of supporting us to stay Amnesiac.
We can reprogram our hologram (reality matrix) with the technology that created the
programming grids in the first place, WE-The All One-ness. First step is stepping out of
being in denial and stepping into being mindful and responsible for every part of our life.
No longer can we blame anyone including our self for anything that happens to us. We
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are the maker of the whole reality so become aware of the beliefs keeping us locked
into staying shut down. Remember the blaming and shaming game was a major factor in
getting us shut down and continues to reinforce being Amnesiac.
Honor all decisions we make and always remember the mechanics of how things work.
The mechanics of the Kryst code is when energy expresses outwards (Electrical),
(Thought/idea) is pulled back (magnetic) into the Internal (Metaphysical). Internal
experiences the energy (thought/idea) with equal value and then sends it back into
outer expression with equal charge of quantum multiplied by the thrust it was sent on is
returned back out in manifest form. In other words what we put out we get back in
abundance.
Being Mindful and taking responsibility for our life is actually an empowering
experience. It is does not mean damming our self for our actions that appear to be
wrong. It means cleaning up any messes we make and moving onward and upward in
our Re-evolution.
Once we are aware of the power of our thoughts, feelings and actions than we can take
responsibility and clean up any messes we have made and support anyone who is in
need of help because everyone is the One.
While we know that we are responsible for everything in our life, we may not remember
what we did to create our life around us. What were the decisions we made based on
the information we had at the time that set up a reality field we are now living and quite
frankly feeling a bit victimized and or helpless about? What were the implant programs
“we” programmed in the Planetary grids that now run in our biological energetic
Template to keep us Amnesiac?
There is another twist to this second creation mechanics that does not allow for the
transmutation of holographic programs of what we would term past experiences to
transmute out of our reality field once we have experienced them. They come back
over and over again changing appearance but still pretty much staying the same. We
call this Karma or bad luck. This energy builds on itself and feeds the second creation
Matrix system making our personal experience chaotic at times. It can build up around
a particular event so much it becomes Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome (PTSD).
We are so distorted that parts of our self are vested in keeping this second creation
mechanics construct running and other parts of our self are knowing there is more and
wanting to be the Internal structure but keeps getting thrust back into the program. So
far this sounds like a no win scenario. It is by no means an easy program to heal. It is
engrained into the very fabric of our biological template (energy matrix blue print
construct). Yet, to sugar coat it would not do any of us any good at this point.
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Remember the power this Second Creation Mechanics has is based primarily on our
ignorance of who we truly are as God Source First Eternal Being and that as God source
First Eternal Being we are forever replenishing life and sadly this Program.
What are some of the tools we can use to help us remember and to release, transfigure
the investment/judgment we have holding us to that time and space coordinate of the
decision(s) to relive our past and stay in Second Creation Mechanics.
Tools We Can Use To Identify The Programs Keeping Us In Amnesia
One such tool is The Emotion Codes™ Chart (Bradely Nelson) can be very effective
means to identifying these implant programs expressed as stuck emotions. First Column
identifies area of the body associated with certain stuck emotions with corresponding
Row numbers correlating to the Column A and B stuck emotions list. (See Page 32 for
chart.)
Kinesiology (muscle testing) or a pendulum is helpful tools to use with this chart to
identify emotional barriers.
Being mindful of where in the body do we feel stuck and then being aware of the
associated emotions to that area of the body.
Next becoming aware of when the stuck decision was made and what was surrounding
the decision so we can choose a new decision based on current information and the
willingness to continually re-evolve as we gain new information and awareness’s
transmuting the stuck emotion/belief. We can either use Muscle testing or we can hold
the intention of falling back in time until we feel we met up with the time the emotion
became stuck. There is a bodily awareness when we connect and we can then feel a lot
of what went on during that time without actually having to relive the past experience
that should have transmuted and keeps repeating in manifest expression over and over
again.
Post-Traumatic Stress Syndrome (PTSD)
PTSD is when we find an event so traumatic that awareness alone is not enough to heal
it. We are so attached and so invested in what happened that a portion of our
consciousness stays phase locked in the original event. We can live the experience over
and over again in many incarnate experiences as it stays deeply stuck in our energetic
Template.
We are fully living in the past at this point. We are fully embracing the Second Creation
Mechanics illusion. We will stay phase locked until we shift our consciousness back into
the present moment or the Now moment of Eternal expression.
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AIS has Personalized Harmonizing Sessions to help us Disengage from the Illusion and
back into the Still point within our Internal Structure from which we expand out into all
life everywhere. We then are able to release the attachment or vested interest we have
on the outcome of the decision we made. Remembering more and more just how much
we are Eternal Beings that encompass many dimensions of expressions. We are
Multidimensional by design expressing from many different worlds or plains of
existence all within our energetic field structure.
Further discussion into the importance of tracking Stuck Emotions is further explained
by Bradley Nelson for the purpose of re-balancing our energy to be a whole and
complete Krystic expression. Trapped emotions are interconnected into programming
grids or Memes and Schemas. As you see the trapped emotion the programming grid
tends to clear along with trapped emotion unless it is a complex programming structure.
When used with Bio-Spiritual Self Help Healing methods can be a powerful tool for rebalancing stuck emotions. The following are excerpts out of his book that give us
insights into the power of tracking stuck emotions and completely Re-balancing them
back to their original Krystic design.
Emotion Codes by Bradley Nelson
Even after years of therapy and treatment, the person thinks that they have healed the
issues surrounding a trauma. They find themselves having emotional and or physical
problems that they think are totally unrelated to the trauma. Yet, when discovered are
directly related to the original trauma.
“Trapped emotions can cause you to make the wrong assumptions, overreact to
innocent remarks, misinterpret behavior and short-circuit your relationships. Even
worse, trapped emotions can create depression, anxiety and other unwanted feelings
that you can’t seem to shake. They can interfere with proper function of your body’s
organs and tissues, wreaking havoc with your physical health, causing pain, fatigue and
illness. Yet, no matter how great your suffering may be, the invisible energy of trapped
emotions will remain undiagnosed by conventional medicine, even though they may be
a major causative factor in your physical and emotional difficulties.” (Sect 1 pg 11
Emotion codes)
Trapped emotions many times can be the cause of disease either directly or indirectly.
“The most ancient idea in the art of healing is that disease is caused by imbalance in the
body. Trapped emotions are perhaps the most common type of imbalance that human
beings suffer from. I believe that trapped emotions can be implicated in nearly all
diseases, either directly or indirectly. Because trapped emotions are nearly universal,
and because they always create distortion in the energy field of the body, and because
they are completely invisible, they can cause an incredibly wide variety of physical
problems without being unmasked.” (Sec 1 pg 21 Emotion Codes)
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This takes us also back to step one of taking the time to listen to the body. The body has
a lot to tell us. It is a reflection of what is going on mentally and emotionally of the
programs we run.
Listed below are some of the many diseases that can occur from trapped emotions.
Acid Reflux, Diabetes Learning Disabilities, ADD/ADHD, Dyslexia, Low Back Pain,
Allergies, Eye Pain, Hypothyroidism, Abdominal Pain, Fibromyalgia Lupus, Asthma,
Frigidity, Migraines, Back Pain, Headaches, Multiple Sclerosis, Bell’s Palsy, Heartburn,
(GERD) Neck pain, Cancer Hip Pain, Night Terrors, Carpal Tunnel, Hypoglycemia, Panic
Attacks, Chest Pain, Impotency, Parkinson’s disease, Chronic Fatigue, Infertility Phobias,
Crohns Disease, Insomnia, Shoulder pain, Colitis, Irritable Bowel (IBS), Sinus problems,
Constipation, Joint Pain, Tennis Elbow, Depression, Knee Pain, and Vertigo.”
Sect 1 pg21
These are some of the many situations that can cause trapped emotions.
Loss of a loved one
Divorce or relationship problems
Financial hardship
Home or work stress
Miscarriage or Abortion
Physical trauma
Physical or Emotional Combat
Physical, mental, verbal or sexual abuse
Negative self-talk
Negative beliefs about yourself or others
Sect 2 pg 21
Long-term stress
Rejection
Physical illness
Feelings of inferiority
Internalization of feelings
Neglect or abandonment sec 2 pg 22
Symbols and metaphors are the language of the
Subconscious Mind, so it’s very natural for trapped
emotions to lodge in an area that has symbolic significance. Sec 2 pg 64
(He meant the physical area of the body)
Some programming grids are very complex structures. We may get a piece of it cleared
that will then open up to another area of the issue. We may have over laying programs
designed to keep the program in place.
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Re-balancing/reprogramming techniques can at times only go so far. Sometimes even if
it is just for a moment we have to accept our self just where we are in the moment and
love our self and appreciate our self and hold in our attention how we want to Be in our
life. Soon enough we will be ready to let it go. Living in the awareness of being the God
Source First Eternal Being Self can help quicken the re-balancing process.

Step 3: Now Live as a God Source First Eternal Life Being.
The re-balancing energy work is an ongoing process of Re-evolution of re-programming
templates and life style changes. The 12 Attitudes and Responsibilities of Mastery
particularly in relation to the Victim/ Victimizer game cover both re-programming
templates and Life style changes to break the cycle we have been living as a human race
and help us to once again be in alignment with the Spiritual being we really are.

12 Attitudes and Responsibilities of Mastery
(Dance for love and Life 2002 AMCEO)
As we navigate our way through our life programs, the 12 Attitudes and Responsibilities
of Mastery help us create the life we want to live to be in Alignment in Spirit as the God
Source First Eternal Being. Our attitude can make or break us. If we only give lip service
and even hip service to living as a co creator of the World around us, then we turn
around with an attitude of either “poor weak me I am a victim of the World” or “I am
out to dominate the world”. What kind of World are we going to create? What kind of
relationships are we going to cultivate? What kind of work relationships are we going to
have? What kind of physical health will we have? What kind of monetary wealth will
we have? Our attitude and the responsibility of the corresponding words we express
have dramatic meaning in creating the world we live in.
By being the God Source First Eternal Being that we are then our relationships, health,
and prosperity and the world around us will all greatly improve. As long as we continue
to play the old programming grids, our life will continue to stay where it is at. If we are
happy about that, then by all means we stay that way. Where we are not happy then
we can change the program. But we first need to stop the past Implant recordings that
are playing over and over again in our life, and then replace them with new ones. The
12 A &R can greatly help you to write new programs. Remember we are the All-ONEness. So below The Attitudes are not speaking of embodying and God or Creator out
side of our self. These attitudes are asking us to fully embody who we are as God
Source First eternal Beings as The All-ONE-ness.
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Twelve Attitudes of Mastery
(Introduced at the Dance for Life workshop 2002 APMCEO)
Study the 12 Attitudes of Mastery, make an affirmation meditation out of them, and try
to make them your way of life.
1. LOVE — Recognition of the TRUTH of the ALL-ONE-ness
2. GRACE —Allowing the ALL-ONE-ness to Be what IT IS regardless of whether it suits
you. Living Perpetual Forgiveness.
3. GRATITUDE — Appreciating the ALL-ONE-ness; knowing your Alive-ness.
4. REVERENT - RESPECT— Acknowledging and giving to the ALL-ONE-ness.
5. RESPONSIBILITY — Co-Creating with, Serving and being able to Respond to
the ALL-ONE-ness.
6. TRUST — Knowing the Power and Love of the ALL-ONE-ness.
7. ACCOUNTABILITY — Being in a state of TRUTH with the ALL-ONE-ness.
8. IMPECCABILITY — Upholding and Protecting the ALL-ONE-ness.
9. MINDFULNESS — Loving, Nurturing, and Being Attentive to the ALL-ONE-ness.
10. FEARLESSNESS — Recognizing the Eternal Infinite Nature and Unconditional Love of
the ALL-ONE-ness.
11. ENGAGED DETACHMENT — Permitting the ALL-ONE-ness to BE without assigning
Critique, Condemnation or Value Judgment; understanding the IS-ness of and Validating
the ALL-ONE-ness.
12. JOY — Choosing to BE the embodied ALL-ONE-ness.

12 Responsibilities of Mastery
Introduced at the Dance for Life workshop 2002 APMCEO)
Study the 12 Responsibilities of Mastery, make an affirmation meditation out of them,
and try to make them your way of life.
1. SELF-ACTUALIZATION: Freedom from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and
willingness to be accountable for all perceivable manifestations as direct projections of
intended learning from the personal Consciousness/DNA Template.
2. SELF-SOVEREIGNTY: Freedom from the need for approval from, or the need to rebel
against any form of "external authority" through understanding that you, as a
Manifestation of the God Spirit, have the ability to create personal freedom without
Violating the spiritual rights of others and without allowing others to violate your
spiritual rights of being.
3. SELF-CONTAINMENT: Taking personal responsibility for, and realizing that at all
Times, you are accountable for DIRECTING PERSONAL ENERGIES. There is no one or
nothing that "upsets you" and thus justifies or validates ANY personal spiritual misuse of
reaction, idea, intention or action. It is YOU who "upsets yourself" by allowing the
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emotional body to follow misperceptions of the mental body that tell you that your
power lies outside of yourself. At any given moment, you can CHOOSE which words,
associations and ideas you will use as the filters through which you interpret an event.
"UPSET," "MAD," HURT" or any other category of labeling (conscious or
subconscious) are all MENTAL BODY FILTERS that direct emotional and physical
body function. The self contained individual recognizes that at all times, the freedom of
interpretation exists, and thus a "negative" experience and its associated dis-harmonic
energies of "upset" feelings can only exist as a personal interpretation of events.
Accepting any less responsibility for the direction of personal energies will place you
directly into the Victim-Victimizer "Blame Game," which can only take place among
people who are placing their personal power and responsibility for manifestation onto
externalized sources. Only you have the power to "upset yourself." Regardless of what
others say or do, you are fully entitled to your own interpretation. No one or thing has
the power to upset you unless you give this power away. Self containment comes when
one recognizes that the direction of personal energies, whether physical, emotional,
mental (ideas, beliefs, labels, interpretations), conscious or subconscious is an attainable
level of personal mastery and exists as an implied responsibility that comes with the gift
of free will choice. The more responsible you become, the greater freedom and personal
empowerment you will know.
4. SELF-DISCIPLINE: Accepting responsibility for directing personal energies toward,
rather than in opposition to, the outcomes you desire to experience. The physical,
mental and emotional bodies have long been directed by the subconscious forces of the
hidden "shadow," creating within us urges, reactions, thoughts, impulses, perceptions
and feelings that often work counter to the life creations we desire to manifest. Part of
spiritual mastery entails teaching ourselves to be consciously diligent in observing our
own minds, emotions and physical body-talk, so that we may employ conscious
redirection of subconscious shadow energies that run on "auto-pilot." If we learn to
"catch ourselves" when "negative" thought patterns or emotions run through us, we can
use that moment of recognition to reclaim this errant energy and consciously use the
power of affirmative attitude, remedial word choice and direct energy re-direction to
direct opposing energies of the Self into fulfillment of desired constructive, spiritually
mature creations. It takes self discipline to become the "Lion Tamer" of the often
roaring subconscious mind, but we do have the intrinsic power to help our subconscious
shadow to evolve through loving but firm redirection, into a "cuddly lap cat" that will
gladly join us in our constructive co-creations. Self-discipline emerges when we
consistently remind ourselves to employ the "Spiritually Correct" thought, action or
attitude, even if we don't "feel like it" when the shadow sneaks up from "down under."
The shadow parts of Self surface so that we may see these parts of Self come to the
conscious mind for healing. Through this process, the conscious mind itself can learn
greater attributes of mastery.
5. SELF-LOVE: It is our own responsibility to love and nurture ourselves through the
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limitless gift of Divine Spirit that moves through us at every moment. Genuine love must
come from within and can only be gained though genuine spiritual connection to the
eternal God-self and its inherent connection to all creation. If we seek love "on the
outside" in order to fulfill a personal loneliness or lack within, we enter relationships as
"energy vampires." In doing this, we are seeking a substitute for our personal GodSource connection through tapping into the God-Source embodied within other people
or beings.
This is not "LOVE." It is "NEED." This implies the "LACK" of something essential,
which in turn implies a limited personal connection to God-Source Universal
Consciousness. Such lack cannot be filled by external "love." It can only be filled by
recognizing the God within you, and thus recognizing that you are a living embodiment
of absolute love. Once this is recognized, you will HAVE the greatest love of all, God
Love. And from this Position of Divine Power, you can go into the world seeking those to
whom you can give this love, rather than seeking those from whom you can "get" love.
When love is approached through Self Love, the motivation is to give joyfully, knowing
that anything you might need can be made manifest through the Love of the active God
Source that you carry inside yourself. Self Love is a responsibility of spiritual maturity.
6. SPIRITUAL INTEGRITY: It is our absolute responsibility to choose to act with
spiritual integrity at all times. There is no excuse to knowingly violate the spiritual rights
of others, regardless of how poorly they may react to you. Spiritual Integrity requires
that we begin to LOOK AT what we are REALLY doing in the way we live our lives. Do our
eating habits violate the plant, animal or Earth kingdoms? Do our choices of words and
actions show respect for other people and other life forms? Do we "play the survival of
the fittest" lack-game to give ourselves an excuse for unethical behaviors in money
matters, such as showing our silent rebellion against the government by trying to
"cheat" on taxes, or by "showing up" a fellow employee at work to prove you are more
worthy and thus more entitled to favor? Do you "tell people what they want to hear" in
order to gain their approval and support, even if it is not fully true and does not reflect
your personal needs or feelings? Do you try to "get others to do your share" as far as
work or responsibilities? Do you use erroneous excuses such as race, gender, creed,
academic or economic status to justify disrespectful, exploitative or unkind treatment of
others?
Spiritual Integrity requires that we take a good hard, frequent look at how we conduct
our lives, to face the areas of activity in which we are performing in less than spiritually
congruent ways and to employ active commitment and discipline to bring these areas of
our lives into Spiritual Integrity. One does not "get through the gates of Heaven" (or
anywhere else desirable) through using excuses for not employing genuine, not feigned,
Spiritual Integrity. Cultivating spiritual integrity is a major responsibility on the path of
spiritual mastery, and the way the universe works, you "can't leave home without it."
This means that there is a biological reality of spiritual integrity that manifests
chemically within the DNA as a result of that state and focus of consciousness. If you do
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not possess a sufficient amount of spiritual integrity in your consciousness, neither will
your DNA Template. And though you might be able to "pull the wool over the eyes of
others," your own biology will be eventually be your own task master. Passage through
any stargate requires a sufficient amount of chemically encoded spiritual integrity of
consciousness.
7. APPRECIATION: Our present society continually teaches us to "want more," "need
more," "be more," "do more" etc. We are constantly influenced to perceive what is
lacking in order to motivate us to buy more, work more, pay more taxes and be "good
little consumer sheep." Very rarely do we stop to think about all that we DO have,
beginning with the gift of Life and mental free will choice. Through this disoriented
perceptual filter we can cultivate a ‘full-blown’ mutation of mental consciousness. In
this mutated consciousness, we begin to believe that "we are entitled," that "someone
OWES us" (GOD, the Universe, our parents, spouse, children, employer, government,
etc....).
Once we fall into this "You OWE me" mind trap, we set ourselves up for continuing self
created frustration, as we place unrealistic and untrue expectations upon life, others
and ourselves. We can also often get mighty angry or hurt when we find the universe
doesn't conform to our imagined "pictures." No one OWES us anything! If we feel we
are "owed," then we are entertaining LACK CONSCIOUSNESS and a void within the Self is
being recognized. If we give to another in order to RECEIVE for ourselves (such as do
banks, and often parents, spouses or lovers), and the other does not "pay back" what
we expected to receive, we may feel cheated, "taken advantage of," or "owed." In fact,
these situations often emerge in our lives as lessons to teach us that giving should be
done for the GIVING ALONE, and not for the expected return. If we give what we desire
to give, for the joy of giving, we do not feel owed. If we live for the joy of living, without
forcing our demands or expectations upon life, we will not feel that "life has short
changed us!" It matters not what your neighbor possesses, because in comparing
ourselves to each other to see how we "measure up" to each other, we are in effect,
continually being distracted from seeing and utilizing the blessings that are our own. If
we can work to cultivate the ability to APPRECIATE even the smallest of gifts, blessings
and gestures, we will begin to create a life that is at least “half full” instead of “half
empty.” In terms of universal physics, what you focus your attention upon expands,
what you resist persists and what you do not give the energy of appreciation to will
eventually de-manifest right out of your experience. When you approach the world
through the chosen filter of genuine GIVING, you are in effect, being an “electrical
transmitter,” sending energy out to the world around you. When you release electrical
energy in this way, you become more “magnetic,” as the sending out of energy creates
magnetic vortices within the Diodic Grid of your Kathara anatomy. The "magnetized"
Diodic points then draw in more universal energy supply, at a higher frequency and
quality than the expressed energy, to re-fill the energy void created by the "giving."
When you approach the world with the attitude of "getting," this natural physics
process becomes inverted. The more you try to "pull" energy from the outside world,
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the more your energy becomes "stuck" in the Diodic Grid as miasms. The miasms
progressively reduce the quantity and lower the frequency of the natural energies you
can internally draw from the universal supply. Giving, even in its simplest form of giving
appreciation, keeps the natural energy flow moving. Whatever you give out will return
to you amplified. This also works in reverse, however, and giving out a bad attitude of
ego, arrogance and “garbage” will cause more of the same to flow your way. Appreciate
what you have. LOVE IT, find perspectives through which the joy of it can be known, and
know that in the act of genuine appreciation itself, you will set loose the powers of
manifesting more of what you desire and less of the illusion of lack.
The "Universe Owes Me" mind trip is one of the most powerful self-sabotage games in
the world. Trade it in for consistent appreciation and your world will progressively
expand to hold the reality of the things you most desire. If you feel put upon by the
world, and resentful for having your desires unmet, YOU OWE YOURSELF
SOMETHING! You owe yourself a greater understanding of the nature of creation and
better use of your personal power within the life creation game. SAY THANK YOU to
the GOD SOURCE more often…to help yourself remember what things you have to
appreciate, and many more of the kind will be sent along your way.
8. PATIENCE: God Source has its own schedule! We can either acknowledge this intrinsic
reality of manifestation and choose to work co-creatively with the God-Source within,
trusting that together you and the universe will create the perfect "Divine Right Timing"
(and if that isn't "Right NOW," there IS a very good reason for this), or you can let the
ego-self try to force its will upon the intrinsic nature of time. If time does not cooperate
with your expectations, you can "let that be OK, and trust in Divine Right Timing" or you
can progressively frustrate yourself with attachment to the artificial time of clocks, and
choose to believe that you cannot have what you desire just because it does not appear
when you demand. If we learn to relax, and realize that most things we desire we can
indeed achieve in Divine Right Time and Order, we can learn to work co-creatively with
the consciousness of time. We will often then find that our lives will progressively better
conform to our wishes, especially when we ask nicely rather than DEMAND, and also
when we trust the universal God-Source to do its part in our co-creation. Patience is a
virtue that reflects our comprehension of the nature of Universal Order.
9. KINDNESS: Like Respect (Dance for Life Attitude of Mastery #4), Kindness is a
birthright, but one that is quite often overlooked and misunderstood. When we
approach the world through genuine kindheartedness, sending love and respect to all of
creation in honor of the God Force that lives within all things, we are, again,
transmitting electrical energy of a higher frequency, that will follow the mechanics of
universal physics to bring more of like kind back to us through universal back flow.
Kindness is a gift we must first give to ourselves in order to have it to give to others.
Kindness implies being conscientious and caring toward the needs, feelings and desires
of both the self and others, and to express this concern and caring in action, attitude
and intention. Give to yourself random acts of kindness, then pass along the gift to all
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who cross your way. Try being kind to the mean and grouchy neighbor and you may
help them rediscover the ability to smile. When we treat all things with kindness, we
demonstrate that we acknowledge their intrinsic value as manifestations of God Source,
and you will often find God Source lovingly returns the favor.
10. CONSERVATION: Conservation is a form of respect and appreciation for God Source
energy in all of its expressions, from conserving and protecting our natural resources, to
being attentive to the needs of our bodies, to using the energies of our words and
actions with gentle conservation by which we freely use what is needed, but not more.
God Source continually recycles its energies for the rebirth of new expression. All is
given freely, but nothing is valueless or wasted. Conservation demonstrates that we
have respect and appreciation for the gift of creative energy that God Source has
provided to us. As we learn to use this energy, in all its forms, with respect and clear
intention, we will progressively fine tune our ability to create what we desire, and in this
process assist all other beings to do the same. There is truth in the old saying "Waste
Not, Want Not." If everything we perceive in our hologram of life is understood to be
manifestations of God Source, we might all employ a bit more respect, appreciation and
conservation toward the use and applications of the energies of the Divine.
11. COOPERATION/DIPLOMACY: Existence is and will always be a co-creative
endeavor. We must be willing to allow other beings the fulfillment of their needs and
desires if we hope to have our fulfillment known. Creating "Win-Win" situations and
creating with the intention of GIVING genuinely are natural ways of being. We might not
always agree with the intended creations of others, and we all have a right to our points
of view. Diplomacy can be a bridge between forces of opposition, through which
effective actions or decisions can be reached to mutually support each perspective. We
can learn to agree to disagree respectfully, so the Spiritual Art of Co-operative Cocreation can progressively evolve to higher levels of expression.
12. SENSE: Learning to identify and appropriately apply both "Common Sense" and the
"Uncommon Sense" of spiritual knowing will allow us to establish the greatest balance
of give to ourselves in order to have it to give to others. Kindness implies being
conscientious and caring toward the needs, feelings and desires of both the self and
others, and to express this concern and caring in action, attitude and intention. Give to
yourself random acts of kindness, then pass along the gift to all who cross your way. Try
being kind to the mean and grouchy neighbor and you may help them rediscover the
ability to smile. When we treat all things with kindness, we demonstrate that we
acknowledge their intrinsic value as manifestations of God Source, and you will often
find God Source lovingly returns the favor.
(Note: Diodic-Magnetic; Miasms-stuck shut down energy; Kathara grid- enegetic template technology)

The A&R really are walk and talk as a God Source First Eternal life Being. To fully
understand the A&Rs in relation to using them as a guide to remembering what it is like
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to be The God Source First eternal Being that you are. We must address the victim –
victimizer (VV) game to better understand what we are up against in both re-balancing
old unreliable programs and learning new healthier programs. The VV game is a fight or
flight programming grid embedded in the DNA so it affects every part of our Being. It is
where the fight or flight “instinct” came from. The reality is that if we are all the
Oneness of God Source then there can not be the aggressor and the violated unless it
was programmed in the DNA on the elemental level.
Emotions are of elemental origins that have become part of the Second Creation
Mechanics. While they are elemental in design they are no longer connected into the
Elemental body or the physical feeling body. They are actually run by the mental
distorted Ego self. Emos can be fine to experience and play with and are not right or
wrong or good or bad. They are to experience fully and completely because they are
just as much Being God Source as everything else is God Source. Being mindful of what
they are and the mental programs they run is key to understanding how we have
become trapped in Amnesia on this planet when we let them run without mindful
awareness.
Eckhart Tolle from his perspective addresses what the emos have become in his book
“The New Earth” as the Pain Body.
“Thoughts that trigger emotional responses in the body may sometimes come so fast
that before the mind has had time to voice them, the body has already responded with
an emotion, and the emotion has turned into an action. Those thoughts exist at a
preverbal stage and could be called unspoken, unconscious assumptions.” (Programs)
“They have their origin in a person’s past conditioning, usually from early childhood.
‘People can not be trusted’ would be an example of such an unconscious assumption in
a person..” page 135
Looking at Eckhart’s example of ‘people can not be trusted’ means that there are people
out side of oneself that can not be trusted for to trust then would mean somehow being
hurt or deceived, there for victimized. We have strong emotions to back this up with on
how we feel about it.
The other side of that same coin the same person in the next moment could turn
around and say “I am tired of being victimized by untrustworthy people so I am going to
be aggressive towards untrustworthy people.” This could be overtly aggressive in their
behavior towards untrustworthy people or could be covertly by “backhanded
measures”. Keying someone’s car, cutting tires, or sabotaging them from getting a
promotion, and not included in a particular group….. The other person may or may not
be untrustworthy and if so we do not know the history behind why the person has
become untrustworthy. May be they have had childhood events that had an effect on
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them determining to be honest is dangerous and to be honest means to be violated or
hurt meaning victimized.
We see a convoluted pattern here. We all keep seeing the bad guy that is outside of
ourselves letting us know that the world is big and bad out there and we are either weak
and helpless victims or aggressive and at times dangerous victimizers’. I would just add
to Eckhart’s assumption about childhood decisions is the child could not make easily any
other decision about life because the child’s DNA was screaming to see the situation in
an aggressive manner due to planetary implant.
As stated in the beginning of this writing, we as a God Source First Eternal consciousness
determined that we were not able to handle the responsibility of being manifesters’ so
caught up in convoluted thinking, we commanded (held the intention/believed) the
elements within our body and the elements around us to be weak helpless victims there
for coding the DNA creating the VV game. What better way to do two things at one
time. 1. Convincing ourselves continually that the world is a big bad world out there and
that we are separate form it and 2. We are weak and helpless and need out side help to
be safe and sustain our life.
Fully embracing that we are whole and complete creators of our life is a tough concept
to accept. We should not accept it on this or any doctrine’s word alone or anyone else’s
word but our own. Think about what is being said here. Just at least look at the
possibility. We will continue to further discuss other situations where the
victim/victimizer game is played out to get a better understanding of the dynamics of
how we have been disempowering our self. Standing in our wholeness and fullness is a
very freeing and empowering way to look at the world but it does mean taking a lot of
self responsibility in a very loving non judgmental way which is very hard for us to do.
Understanding the dynamics of the Co-dependent and the Narcissus personalities gives
us a better understanding of how deep in our culture the VV game runs. Both are
interlaced throughout the VV games stances we will discuss later.
CO-DEPENDENT: (Wikapedia)
The Co-dependent sees the world in terms of being a victim of a dangerous world where
one can only rely on oneself because people are out to somehow take advantage of
them. The only way they can receive what they feel is love is to manipulate others for
attention. An example would be playing the martyr. “Oh poor me look at what I
sacrifice to be with you so please do not leave me. Please stay and love me.”
The codependent put their needs below others so that they can make sure they will not
be abandoned and alone because above all they do not love or trust themselves. They
believe that they are defective and not good enough so they are riddled with low self
esteem that affects their ability or lack of ability to bond in deep committed
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relationships. All their relationships on the surface may appear close yet on further
scrutiny one will find there is a deep abyss between them and the people they “love”
and who love them. Love is determined not by affection and bonding and caring of
another. Love for the Co-dependent is based on ‘feeling needed by another”. In other
words love is determined by how dependent someone is on the Co-dependent so the
dependent will not be able to leave the Co-dependent.
NARCISSIST: (Wikapedia)
The Narcissist sees the world as an extension of him/herself and not as individual
people. People are seen for what they can do for the Narcissist not for what the
Narcissist can do for them as individual people. Boundaries are not a reality for the
Narcissist. Honesty is a foreign concept only to be used if it is to the Narcissist advantage
other than that it is a waste of time. Because they are the center of their world and
everyone else revolves around them they feel entitled to whatever they want and
magically think they can get whatever they want by using the resources (people) around
them.
People-resources that are in support of the Narcissist will be in favor and treated with
some consideration. People-resources that are not in support of the Narcissist are
treated hellishly and can be destroyed verbally, socially and at times physically by the
Narcissist.
While on the surface they act like they are better than everyone else underneath they
are plagued just like the Co-dependent with feeling defective. This vulnerability can
never be shown to anyone not even to themselves. So wherever they can knock
someone down emotionally so that they can feel superior they will do it whether this is
in their favor or not. In other words they may be trying to scam someone out of
something, but if they can belittle the person, they will, even at the potentially of
jeopardizing their own plans.
This characteristic of the Narcissist to belittle others to build up their self worth is also a
quality of the pain body mentioned on page 12. This Pain Body that is built on
insecurity, not good enough, fear inadequacy…. feeds on the same kind of emotions of
others even to their own detriment. As long as both the Narcissist and the Codependent both work to avoid dealing with thinking/feeling defective they will both be
plagued with continuing the cycle of feeding off each other’s Pain Body and cutting
themselves of from expressing as the God Source First Eternal Beings that they be.
The Pain body Schema dances between the Co-dependent and the Narcissist are played
out many times by the traditional Co-dependent Schema scenarios listed below.
(Disarming the Narcissist-Surviving & Thriving with the Self Absorbed, by Wendy T.
Behary, LCSW, page 43):
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Self-sacrifice: Each person has their part to play for example in Self-sacrifice.
The Co-dependent sacrifices to gain control over another to not be abandoned in
turn the Narcissist is exited by another giving of themselves whatever the
motivation they in turn can take advantage and use. Both are using each other
and feeding of any disharmonic energy that comes from the sacrifice energy.
Subjugation: The Narcissist is drawn like a magnet to the Co-dependent who
continually gives away their self sovereign rights to keep the Narcissist feed so
he/she will not abandon the Co-dependent.
Abandonment/instability: The Narcissist can feed off the Co-dependent’s terror
of being abandoned and the Co-dependent can play the victimized tortured soul.
Defectiveness/shame: The Narcissist feeds off being able to easily belittle and
make Co-dependent feel defective and shamed of being weak and so not being
rejected or abandoned pain body feeding.
Emotional inhibition: The Co-dependent stands silent and stoic in the face of
the Narcissist’s outbursts. Each feeding of each other’s energy. Both are
exuding rage. One is passive and one is Aggressive.
Emotional deprivation: The Narcissist can have someone that sticks around to
use and the Co-dependent gets to live the self fulfilling prophecy of not finding
someone to love and look after them with the associated depression that goes
with it.
Mistrust/abuse: The Narcissist has a punching bag and the Co-dependent to his
or her detriment has become a victim of his/her own Co-Dependent schema and
there for incapable of defending their self.
Unrelenting Standards: The Narcissist has very high standards do to their
attempt at making up for their feelings of inadequacy. The Narcissist sees all
around them as extensions of self, so there for, expect the same conduct from
those around them. The Co-dependent in their need for control and need to not
show their inadequacies works extra hard to fulfill the Narcissists standards. It
truly is a no win game on either side.

Here are some complex schemas/scenarios between the victim/Co-dependent/Target
and the Victimizer/Narcissist/Aggressor to further gain understanding of the depth of
the game.

Victim-Victimizer (VV) game - MCEO Freedom Teachings
(Virginia Beach 2006 AMCEO/ ARhayas Productions)
Aggressor
Buddy
Baby Doll
Hero/Savior

Target
Lone Child
Doting Do-Gooder
Helpless Honey

False Stance
False friend
False child
False Parent
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Terrorist
Possum
Snake
Martyr (poor me)

Acrimonious Achiever
Peacekeeper
Status Seeker
Blind Blamer

Magician
Bully/psychopath

Sin Eater
Fixer

False Righteousness
Dead Enemy
False Truce/Trojan Horse
Is it you? Is it me? Is it
Element 3?
Magician
The Double Whammy

(Keep in mind at any given moment the target can shift to the aggressor and vice versa.)

The Victim(Co-dependent/Target) and Victimizer (Narcissist/ Aggressor)
Schemas:
False Friend Stance: Aggresser: Buddy Target: Lone Child
In the False friend stance, the object is how to covertly have control through veined
allegiance. I will be your best buddy or I am like an innocent child all alone in the word.
How many times have you seen this scenario play out? On the outside it may appear
that it is not so bad.
So what if Wanda, an orphan who was always getting sick to deal with her families
death, is totally dependent on Sarah who had befriended her at an inner city
community center for underprivileged children. Sarah being a very tough adolescent
teen who herself grew up in a very tough home where she stood out by how well she
took care of everyone around her.
On the service this looks like a very supportive relationship. There is a strong bond
between them but the bond is based on one person being strong and the other being
weak. If one or the other changes the role the relationship becomes weakened. So
Sarah will all ways be the tough guy who looks after every one but herself. Seeing to the
needs of others never understanding what her own needs are.
Wanda will never have to take real responsibility for herself and will continue being sick
so that someone will take care of her because she is all alone in the world.
This is where the A&Rs come in. How can we be fully self actualized if we are
continually meeting others needs or not taking responsibility for our own life. Love is
the first step for all the different stances. Letting go of the need for control in one form
or another and just valuing and appreciating oneself and the life around us. Feeling the
interconnectedness of everything for the real truth is both target and aggressor are one
in the same conscious aware source love energy continually creating and experiencing
life together. Neither one is better than the other. Each has their own great qualities
that may not always be seen or experienced when we are playing the power and
competition game.
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False Child Stance: Aggressor: Baby Doll

Target: Doting Do-Gooder
Control can have many faces. It can be an aggressive overt expression or it can be a
covert manipulative expression. What appears on the surface may not be real.
Someone may appear all sweet and child like but really the person is targeting someone
to gain some type of control. Both the Baby Doll and the Doting Do-Gooder can switch
back and forth depending on the situation.
Both the Baby Doll and the Doting Do-Gooder and really all of the stances are looking
for something outside of themselves. Is it not that one of our goals as a hu-man race is
to not to trust within and to look outside ourselves to meet our needs? The attitude of
Self Sovereignty helps us to become aware that we are capable of taking care of our
own needs because we are Source God and that life sustaining energy flows through us
all the time.

False Parent Stance: Aggressor: Hero/Savior Target: Helpless Honey
The aggressor pretends to be a care taker in some form or other to the target to
manipulate their energy. The target thinks on the surface all is well and they are being
looked after yet all that really happens is they still feel fearful and out of control which
only makes them become even more dependent on the aggressor.
The Aggressor can be male or female. It could be between two siblings or two co
workers. One person is perceived as having some ability or skill or power that the other
does not appear to have and the person with the power doles out pieces of the power
they have never really giving it all up so the target has to continue depending on the
aggressor.
The Attitude to embrace is Gratitude for our own abilities as Source God and no one is
better or worse than we are. When we value who we are then we do not need to seek
out others to look after us. We can embrace our personal power again to be the
manifesters we truly are.
Self-Containment is another attitude to embrace for if we see that we are the directors
of our energy we can break the vv game stance. Even in this stance the aggressor feels
he can not stand on his or her own without somehow gaining energy off another
person. We are by nature in control of our energy or Self-Contained within our self
holding within us all that we need to sustain our life as a God Source First Eternal being.

False Righteousness Stance: Aggressor: Terrorist

Target: Acrimonious

Achiever
This is the, who gets to be righteous game. The aggressor will make out how he or she
has been some how violated or hurt by the Target. The Target is completely confused
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thinking he or she did not do anything wrong but may think maybe he or she did. The
Aggressor gets others on his/her side to discredit the Target.
The Attitude of Reverent Respect holds that we are capable no matter how
dysfunctional and distorted life becomes we can hold or own in the thick of it because
we are God Source in action. We do not need to prove that we are right and that
someone else to be wrong for us to be ok. We are already God Source in expression.
Self Discipline lets us know that we have the ability to control our actions and reactions
and not just blindly play the vv game of hotly charged reactions of wanting to flee or
fight in a given situation. Through Self Discipline we can choose other ways of being
that are not tied to the VV game.

Dead Enemy Stance: Aggressor: Possum

Target: Peace Keeper
The aggressor plays dead like not there. Like there is “no problem anymore” instilling a
false sense of peace that is not real.
The Peace keeper thinks all is well and at peace an there for relaxes and is no longer
vigilant to the aggression going on. The person goes back to normal regular behavior.
The attitude to take is Responsibility no matter which role is being taken. The possum
needs to stop and be aware when one is holding on to an anger or resentment and just
waiting for the right time to somehow get back at the other person.
The Peacekeeper knowing that the issue is not really resolved to stay aware that it could
come up again. If it does to handle it responsibly with grace and owning what is the
persons and not taking what happens personally and to “keep one’s head”in other
words be aware of how we use our energy.

False Truce/Trojan Horse: Aggressor: Snake Target: Status Seeker
The Aggressor, the Snake, makes the Target, Status Seeker, believe that everything is
fine. There is no problem anymore. Then the Status seeker opens the doors to allow
the snake now Trojan to waltz right in. The Snake can then control the Status seekers
energy any way he or she wants to. This Trojan Horse tactic is a highly skilled action that
takes a lot of training normally.
The Attitudes and Responsibilities help both parties to stop the game at any time.
Whether it is the Snake or the Status seeker, the attitude of trust for example means
that we can stand in our power as God source of the All Oneness knowing in this
strength we can handle whatever gets placed in our path.
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We should also always be asking ourselves are we living in Spiritual Integrity? Are we
respecting the rights and choices of others even when it does not suite us or even
violates every principle we go by? When the Snake at one time was like any one of us
but had felt violated or hurt or taken advantage of in some way to the point that he or
she felt justified in hurting someone else to seek revenge or settle a score or get back
something he or she thought was lost. The Status seeker may or may not have actually
done something wrong to the “victimized Snake”. Either way the Status seeker can
control how he or she reacts to the situation. Standing in Spiritual integrity and in trust
of being the All-Oneness no matter what happens they do not engage in the game.

Is it you? Is it me? Is it element number 3? Stance: Aggressor: Martyr (poor
me)

Target: Blind Blamer.

This is a very crazy game to play. The Aggressor acts like the victim mirroring to the
other person their stuff. This tactic is a way of isolating the Target and makes them look
bad so the attention is not on the aggressor. The Aggressor really believes he is not at
fault. That is what is so diabolical about it. That is where the number three element
comes in. We have this element in our coding that purposely has us seeing in terms of
being victimized even though we may be the one actually doing the aggressing. It is a
dance that we play and there are no winners.
In actuality elements (emos) are fighting through you. Specifically element # 3
(Lithium), ya lithium, the stuff people take to deal with mood swings. The biggest
problem with this is that it is a no win situation that just brings down your energy and
even twists it up and makes it run reversed current.
Accountability is one powerful Attitude to have in the defense against the Element #3
dramas. If we continually own our behavior and not give someone else power over us
then we do not get caught up in the blame shame game. We know that it is not a
matter of who is at fault. It is a matter of seeing oneself and all around each other the
expression of the All One-ness. We do not need to be door mats and we can hold
others for their behavior as we hold ourselves to our behavior in creating the life we live
around us being mindful of our thoughts, feelings and actions. What are we creating
and what are we bringing to our life.
Life is not about finding fault in others actions that may have ended in us somehow not
getting our way. Life is about divine right order and divine right timing. If we have
created something to happen then it will happen in its own time.

Magician Stance: Aggressor: Magician Target: Sin Eater
The Aggressor: Magician pretends that the Target is like them. They play on the Target:
Sin eater who feels guilty for every one’s stuff. They have been told so many times in
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their life that they are responsible for the mistakes others make that they have come to
believe it.
The Magician says things like “its ok I forgive you we all make mistakes.” The sin Eater
after awhile is like wait a minute I did not do this did I? But the Magician with its sleight
of hand continues to play on the Sin Eater making them think that yes they had done
something wrong to take the attention of the Magician who actually had done the
aggressive behavior.
The Magician will even match the energy of the Sin Eater. If the Sin Eatert is calm then
the Magician is calm to the point that the Magician sounds so rational and logical that
the Sin Eater starts really questioning whether or not they did do whatever it was they
were said that they did. They cannot tell if they are looking in their mirror, the
aggressor’s mirror or some place all together different.
The more we heal our stuff and clear the stuck energies attached to those old sick
programs the easier we can see these games and end them.
The attitude of Impeccability will helps us see where we are at in the scale of being the
target or the Aggressor. Are we trying to gain an edge or take something from someone
or are we trying to give our power away so we do not have to take full responsibility for
our true power. Both have actually given away their Kristic power that is innately within
them.
Impeccability makes us look at how we are standing in our power being the best at
whatever we put our attention too. As the Kristic being that we all are, we are a power
house in and of our self. We do not need to use others in any way to gain power or do
we need to shy away from that power because of any mistakes we may have made.
In the end what we think may have been a mistake may end up being the best thing that
ever happened to the planet or the universe? We never really know in the short term
what the very long term effects are. Right now it feels like the worst is happening. The
planet is going through major changes. What was thought to be a stellar activation
(Ascension) cycle that would have progressed the Earth to her next level of evolution is
now running a sick twisted death path to space dust. Yet in all this mess we have seen
some of the most powerful and beautiful in expressions of our Source self that normally
we would not see or experience so directly at this level of evolution.
Now the Fail Safe is on line which is bringing us back to standing as the God Source First
Eternal Life Beings re-reversing or Re-balancing the false programs. Who knows what
this path of life will take us on next as long as we stand impeccably in our power as
Kristic Source Beings who are continually growing and evolving in the experience of
being living expressions of the unified field of Source Eternal Life.
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Another attitude to embrace is Patience. Are we holding to clock time of things
happening right when we want it to be? Dammed of anyone else’s desires and needs
fitting in the picture. “It is my way or the highway” attitude that can get us in big
trouble and cause us to hurt others to get what we think we need now. When in reality,
we will get all of what we really need and want and others will do the same as long as
we are all focusing on the Divine of whom we are.
Are we honoring our boundaries? Are we honoring our fellow spirits boundaries? Or
are we walking all over everyone including ourselves to get something that will come in
good time for everyone in our holographic reality program that we all are creating
around us with each breath we take together.

The Double Whammy Stance : Aggressor: bully/Psychopath Target: Fixer
This is the double whammy in that the mirror flips back and forth. “who is on first and
who is on second” scenario. The Target: Fixer is continually trying to solve the problems
by the abuser or Bully only to find the harder they try the more abusive the Bully gets.
There comes a point the fixer has to let go of trying to change someone who does not
want to be changed. At this point the Bully can decide to leave, kill or something else.
They can decide to actually change which is really nice when the fixer/enabler stops the
playing the game and the Abuser has to make a choice. Most of the time they decide to
continue on their destructive path of feeding off the fixer’s energy. Sometimes the fixer
has to leave either temporarily or forever depending on the severity of the situation.
The attitude of Mindfulness allows us to be awake and aware to who we are as God
Source First Eternal Beings. How are our actions, thoughts and emotions living this
expression of Being or when it is not? We can attune ourselves to being that expression
of the All-One-ness.
The next attitude to embrace is Kindness. There is an energy wave with that intention
of being Kind or kind hearted. Give love and consideration to our self and to those
around us. Remember to honor all our decisions a head of time because when we hold
a grudge on our self or others we come from a space of anger and resentment and that
can be a dark space that can swallow us up if we are not careful. It can make us act in
very negative ways that can be damaging to our self or others. Many have justified a lot
of pain and suffering in the name of revenge or righting a wrong. We can become
cynical and hard and we can express that in a harsh way to those we love by becoming
the bully or by trying to always fix something because the thought of letting it go is
worse than holding on to it. With loving kindness let it go in the first place and be kind
to our self and those around us standing in the fullness of the abiding love and
wholeness that we Be.
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Lastly the attitude to embrace is Mutuality. How can we create a win-win situation?
How can we in loving reverent respect and kindness create a space we all can come out
on top because that is really when we Win. Competition is fun on the basket ball court
but one up man ship can only cause everyone in the end to lose because of how
interconnected we are as Spiritual Source beings. To slap someone is to slap your
Source Spirit Self.
How do we take criticism? Do we take it neutrally or do we take it personally and
become up set. On the other side do we give criticism neutrally or do we do it to get a
reaction? Both scenarios feed the Pain body therefore feeding the Second Creation
Mechanics construct. Be mindful that these programs are running in our energetic
template as well as the planetary body.
Remember the VV game was set up to keep us in Amnesia to who we are as spiritual
Source Beings. There were parts of Our Source Self that really embodied this game and
intensified it. Made it where they could feed off the energy we work so hard to get rid
of because we convinced ourselves that we did not deserve to have this power. Yet,
how easy we convinced ourselves? May be there are forces out there that helped us
along to keep themselves alive.
Just being aware of the game and to not buy into it any more is the first step in gaining
our full power back and that goes a long way for everyone in our life and the universe as
a whole. We can reclaim who we are as God Source First Eternal Being and let go of the
game of giving our power away or sucking power from others to sustain.

Step 4: Harmonizing the Gateway to Living fully as a God Source
First Eternal Life Being in a Three Dimensional World (Density 1).
We are now ready to take all the awareness we gained from the previous steps and
really put them to work.
Harmonizing is the ability we have as God Source Eternal Life Beings to live in perpetual
aliveness with all Life everywhere. It is our way of bringing in the Internal Structure of
the All-Oness into the manifest Light and Sound world we co-create with every breath
we take.
It is our ability to release manifest external life from living in opposition to itself and all
life around it. Harmonizing is to see life as it is without value Judgment of right or
wrong, Good or Bad when all expressions are the All-One-ness. Nothing is separate all is
equally and mutually valued.
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The question is how we choose to live from this moment forward. Do we choose to
continue to live as a victim and be in opposition with our self and all life everywhere
hiding from who we are? This is a valid way of being and we can even now choose that
way of being and it will be honored by the God Source Eternal Being we ARE.
Or we can choose to fully embrace who we are and move onward and upward along the
Krystal Spiral of perpetual Renewal of life. There is a Joy and Peace from living this way.
The world is now open to us to manifest whatever we desire in this way of being as we
Harmonize (re-balance) what once we were in opposition and struggle of.

How to Harmonize -The Self-Empowerment Principles of Awareness:












Let Go of Attachment (later changed to Let Go of Bondage Now): Accept and
appreciate life as it is Being in a state of (A&R) Perpetual Engaged DetachmentPermitting the All-One-ness to BE without assigning Critique, Condemnation or
Value Judgment; understanding the IS-ness of and Validating the ALL-ONE-ness.
Surrender to the moment allowing it to be full and complete as it is. No longer
do we choose to be in opposition to any part of our self.
Be in the forever now: (Review step 1) Choose to be in the now moment not in
what was or what ‘ifs’ but what is going on right now. Breathe in the
Internal/Eternal Structure that we BE.
Feel vs feelings (Later changed to Feeling vs Emoting Now): What are we
actually feeling right now and not what we think we are feeling or Emoting? Be
Mindful of what we are thinking and the associated emotions that are attached
to the thought. Listen to our body and what is it telling us. Hot, cold, hungry,
hurting, feeling good…. Listen to those because they are sound and real. The
emotions or emos are the overlaying programming grids attached to the “Pain
body” we created to forget who we really are as God Source First Eternal Beings.
Choose Mindful action Now: Do not be constantly reactive to the environment
be in co-resonance or harmony with the environment.
Be in our Internal/Eternal Core of our Being: Be the Stillness within the
movement and the movement within the Stillness. Know the Silence and move
within it perpetually moving onward and upward within The Krystal Spiral of Life
of perpetual renewal of life. Sustaining and maintaining fully and fulfilled
expanding into the external manifest creation of being whole and complete.
Honor all levels of our Being: From this Density 1 (three dimensional) Universe
to all multidimensional levels expanding into the Core of Your Being Source of
The All-One-ness we all Be. Know that we are a Christos Avatar, a Rishi, Budda
all the way up to a Kryst Star so embrace it all. Be with it re-membering who we
are every moment we BE.
Breathe(later changed to Breathe Harmonically Now): The key step is to
remember to breathe. Once we have made the decision to detach holding the
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rest of the steps in mind breathe. Each breath we Is the Internal Structure
throughout the situation we are Depolarizing.
Balance: find a balance in your life. What is dragging you down? What are you
holding on to that you could let go?
Engaged Detachment(Later changed to Live in Perpetual Appreciation Now):
Live fully in the moment. Do not hold tight on anything but do not forsake
anything because it is messy. Life is messy and wonderfully muddy and dirty and
Earthy.

Do not become attached to living the “Right Way” Live from the core of your Internal
Expression to be In Alignment with your Outer Self Expression. In other words Be the
Isness that you are. Do not let others determine who and what you are. Take all of
what you have re-membered today of who you are and keep discovering through Self
Exploration deeper levels of your own individuated expression of the All-Oneness that
you Be.
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Reference Material
ARhayas Productions
E’Ashayana ARhayas formerly Ashayana Dean
https://www.arhayas.com/


Attitudes & Responsibilities from the Dance for love and Life 2002 AMCEO series
http://www.amentiproject.net/AmentiProject/A&Rs.pdf



Victim-Victimizer (VV) game - MCEO Freedom Teachings From Virginia Beach 2006
workshop AMCEO

Emotion Code Book By Dr. Bradley Nelson
http://www.drbradleynelson.com/
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Appendix A
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